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The tremendous contribution that Electromagnetic Separations

Programs are making on behalf of the world's effort to exploit the peaceful

uses of atomic properties is one of the least publicized activities in

today's scientific world. I believe that, in the year 2000, when Science '

writes its memoirs on the the last century of progress, the electromagnetic

separation of isotopes will be near the first placed on the list of important

contributions to the peaceful development of the atom. This belief is

supported by many investigators: for example, an ad hoc committee's report1

on the value of separated isotopes referred to the USAEC's electromagnetic

facility as a national asset; when J. Koch read this report, he commented

that the isotope fad. lity was an international asset without which whole

segments of science would not exist. The program which started for one

specific isotope has expanded over the past 25 years to provide virtually

all the multinuclidic materials needed in promoting atomic research.
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In 19^3, the Manhattan Engineer District contracted with the Tennessee

Eastman Corporation to operate the electromagnetic facility located in the

newly-created town of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The purpose was, of course, to

obtain large quantities of enriched 2 3 5U. By 19^5 > this isotope separations

program was functioning at its peak with nearly 25 thousand people supporting the

operation of more than 1,100 separators and supplying kilogram quantities or uranium

isotopes. However, by mid-19̂ -5 another separation process (Gaseous Diffusion)

had demonstrated that there was a much cheaper way of obtaining 2 3 5U. In

> the electromagnetic plant was declared obsolete and a complete shutdown

of the facilities was initiated.

It was during this period that representatives of the Manhattan Engineer

District and members of the calutron Process Improvement Group met to discuss

the possibility of using a part of this two-year-old, but by then obsolete,

electromagnetic plant to supply usable quantities of enriched isotopic

materials for basic and applied research. A modest program started, and

soon afterward there was an exchange of correspondence between E. P. Wigner

of the Clinton Laboratories (now operated by Union Carbide Nuclear Division

for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission) and A. V. Peterson of the Manhattan

Engineer District (now the USAEC).

Said Wigner in reference to t'ue isotope work, "I am writing to you to

review some of the things which were brought out in our conference with you

and Drs. McDaniel and Aebersold ... In our opinion the work now being done ...

at the Y-12 Plant is and promises to continue to be scientifically one of the

most important projects now underway in this country. We should have, as the

very basis of future work in nuclear physics and chemistry, knowledge of the

various cross-sections of pure stable isotopes. Eventually separated isotopes
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of the elements may provide invaluable raw material for the production by

pile or other irradiations, of radioisotopes of value in science, medicine

and industry,, Since we believe that the stable isotope program at Y-12

is today scientifically more important and soon will be more important on

every count than the uranium isotope separation, we wish that greater

emphasis could be placed on it ..."

Replied Peterson, "As you no doubt are aware the District has held

discussions, in line with the comments made in your letter, and ... you

will be glad to know that Dr. Clarence Larson has been placed in charge of

the overall stable isotopes program at Y-12. Both he and Dr. Keim, who

supervises the electromagnetic phase, are enthusiastic about the program

and will promote it as fully as possible ..."

Based on this type of support from responsible administrators, the

calutron plant, which contained four of the more than 1100 separators2

still in existence (two "alpha" and two "beta")'3, was devoted to processing

the stable elements with multiple nuclidic species, liiile Building 9t2Ok-'$,

containing 72 beta separators, war> held for improving the process and for

making special uranium separations such as the enrichment of 23*U. Thus,

when the salvaging operation was finished, only two of the nine buildings

housing calutrons were retained intact — tht pilot plant and one production

2 Uaually called calutron(e) from the contraction of California University
and cyclotron; locally referred to at "tanks" due to the larfi-voluae
VBCUUB cbaaber in which are situated the Ion source and receiver.

3 The "alpha" and "beta" referred to Identified the aachines with flrat
and aecond paas. The alpha calutrom enriched the *S*U fro* 1 U noraal
abundance of 0.7$ to ~15£, and the beta from this purity to about 900*
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building. Today the program has available 66 separators located in four

major magnetic volumes. The two larger magnets are modified

to contain seven semi-independent systems. With this arrangement of

magnetic fields, at least nine different elements can be processed

simultaneously.

Three types of instruments are used in the program (the calutron,

the 255° and the l80* sector). The types of focusing and the arrangement

of the 66 separators in the magnets of the two large tracks and in the pilot plant

are shown in Fig. i . The beta calutron, which is typically a 2U-in.-radius (l)

separator with the collector positioned lSO° from the ion source, is the

machine most used for separating isotopes in large quantities. Using the

four regular calutrons in the pilot plant, al l elements with naturally

occurring stable isotopes had been processed at least once by the mid-1950's

(except for osmium which was done in April 19&}).

In about 19')9 the USAEC decided that'the need for enriched stable

isotopes had increased to the point that quantities required could not be

supplied by tfcs four separators then in operation. To increase the availability

of isotopes th\i 72 beta-type separators in Building 9204-5 were then raade

available for their original purpose — electromagnetic isotope separation.

These separators were positioned in two groups, called tracks, each track

containing ^6 separators. Physically, the track consists of two 100-ft-long

solenoids placed parallel to each other, the magnetic circuits at their ends

being closed with two 30-ft-long, 160-ton yokes. Each solenoid hat 19

excitation coils on hje ft centers, leaving 2U-in. air gaps in which the

separators are located. One entire magnet complex weighs about .5,COO tons. At the

tine )f being assigned to stable isotope work., the tracks were subdivided into

segments containing either to, 6, U» or 1^ separators. The modification was
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made by removing one separator assembly on each side of the track, installing

an auxilliary yoke of iron (7S-IOO tons, shown in Fig. 2), and connecting a (2)

motor generator to each of the semi-independent magnetic segments.

In addition to providirig magnetic segmentation, this arrangement provides

for the control panels of the separators for a given segment to be seen from

a central position, thus reducing the number of people required to operate

that segment. Such innovations have resulted in significant reductions in operating

costs as indicated by the fact that in 19^5 over 1,000 people were assigned to

support the operation of this particular building to process one element for one

isotope. Today approximately 100 people process over 5C elements for about

250 isotopes, and, although only part of the separators are being operated

at present, all of them could be put into operation with less than 100 additional

employees.

Since the program's inception, some of the elements have been processed

only once; other separations have been repeated as many as 19 times. One-

mass-unit isotope impurities on special occasions have been confined to less

than one part per million and, in some cases, to the parts-per-billion range.

Enrichment factors for various isotopes range from about 30 up to as high as

80 thousand in a single pass through the machine.

Early Separations

One of the problems in the calutron processing of uranium arose from the

fact that the vapor of any element finding its way into the ionization arc

was ionized. These unwanted ions which made up a part of the beam spectrum

not only limited the uranium output from the ion source, they also cut the

operating operating equipment to pieces. The intensity of these unwanted





beams prompted remarks that the machine would be fine for separating elements

other than uranium. This thought eventually led to stable isotope separation,

and in late 19^5 two beta calutrons in the pilot plant were used to separate

the isotopes (63 and 65) of copper — our first stable isotope collection.

A subsequent publication4 based on the use of these copper isotopes states;

"The availability of enriched copper isotopes in the Manhattan Project has now

made possible a positive assignment of the 2.6 h nickel isotope to a mass

number of 65." This first investigation provided tangible evidence that

materials from the calutron were unique for physical investigations and

supported the idea of saving a portion of the electromagnetic plant to

provide separated isotopes. The use of enriched saajples used in the

research (Fig. 3) reported in Nuclear Physics (1966-72) continues to

substantiate the general concept of the usefulness of isotopes. Meanwhile,

medical interests have developed for specific isotopes like 98Mo and 196Hg.

These enriched materials, when exposed to neutrons in nuclear reactors,

result in radioactive 99T?c and l97Hg, which are extremely valuable in the

early diagnosis of malignant tumors (especially brain tumors). Since 1965

we have distributed over grains of 9eMo and grams of l96Hg.

The collection of mercury provides a good example of how savings can be

realized when a proper technique is discovered. In 19^8 we retained isotopic

4 J. A. Swartout, G. E. Boyd, A. E. Cameron, C. P. Keim, and C. E. Larson,

M M * AMienant of 2.6 h •eHi, Phya. Rev. 70: 232 (19^).

I. I. Conn, A. R. Broal, J. A. Svartout, A. E. Cameron, R. L. Carter,

and D. 0. Hill, Confirmation of Alignment of 2.6 h Hi to a Mats

Kuater of 6$, Pbyt. Rev. 70: 768
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mercury by allowing the ions to strike a silver collector pockety the

mercury being held by amalgamation. The trouble was that the silver did not

show sufficient preference for the separated mercury ion over the normal

mercury vapor in the calutron tank and held it aleo. The simplest

method to reduce the mercury vapor background, was to refrigerate the

calutron liner walls. A cooling system was designed to use Dry Ice. The

magnitude of the refrigeration effort is better appreciated when it is

understood that 288,000 pounds of Dry Ice was used to get the few grams of

98.356 202Hg then needed. Today we would make a mercury collection by allowing

the ions to strike a thin film of oil; in the process, the ions carbonize the

oil, the carbon absorbs the isotope, and the chin layer of oil protects it

from the normal mercury vapor. For a collection of similar magnitude to the

one above, the oil cost would be probably one dollar and the isotopic purity

of the lesser-abundant l96Hg would be, for example, increased from about

5# to ~

In 195^ a .group-.io-_the-QMnj-E-l-eetJonuc4.«ar-..Division foresaw--the

needs for. separated- transuranium isotopes-and devised a mani* for
.

handling alpha-active materials in a modified calutron^VM~A

pilot facility was constructed,&&>, Since then, facilities have been

expanded and isotopes in purities and quantities not initially

considered possible have been made available. This work is performed- .

In the portion of the track shown in the background at the upper right

of Fig. h. The enclosure contains eight calutrons that are used regularly

for processing alpha-active elements such as thorium, uranium, plutonium,

and less frequently, for americium and curium separations. The entire area,

including separators and labs, occupies 8,000 sq. ft. and is maintained at

minus 0<l in. water pressure.
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At this writing, approximately 200 kilograms of stable and radioactive

isotopes of more than 250 nuclides ranging from mass o to 2^8 have been made

available from the separators at ORNL. Quantities of individual elements

and processing time are shown in Fig. 5. (5)

Improvements in component design and in high-purity techniques have

resulted in the continued reduction of isotopic impurities. Additional

services such"as target fabrication., ion deposition, and ion implantation

have become a normal consequence of the separation effort, and, to date,

over 15 thousand targets have been prepared in the separators. At this time

the electromagnetic isotope separations program is well established,

and many scientists (including Nobel laureates) have expressed their

interest and appreciation for the material provided. Watching this

program grow over the past quarter century has been an exciting and

rewarding experience for the people who have been involved in it.

During the past three years there have been special collections made

in addition to the scheduled series of separations; some are summarized

in the next slide. The quantities collected, range from milligram to hundred (6)

gram quantities. The slide is self-explanatory but I will comment on a few

of the separations.

After a quarter of a century of separating isotopes it is only

occasionally that a new separation is made. However, the calutron enrich-

ment of radioactive 59Ni was recently made for the first time. This nuclide,

which is produced by the neutron irradiation of 58Ni, is of considerable

interest in current reactor technology, since it has bejen suggested that

the high (n,a) cross section of 59Ni might be the source of helium that

causes swelling in stainless-steel-clad fuel elements and structural material.
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The charge oat t r in l i'ar Uvi.- ,•;•?3 »mtiw* cdnsi&ted -of -Jt grasse or nickel

with a ^ i content .)•; k. '•>. ?h<; »icH*.-i. wse converts to low-fired ootidk

(60C* C) ftikl prac*jja**4 vhr,ns.«>h tb<: calutran by pausing carbon totruchlaridti

over th<* oxidr $>arfitio»;«;4 ••Ur^et.*y in tfc* i-jn sotirw.

The isotopic jtcparftt;OJ; vaa !si*4«s in n cttlutran -iutjside th-; «Ljflm contained

area and pr»via*<l ^t a^ ^r nt-?k<rl *«4«kytttjr; ^ . ! i ? l st*Kt. W« ver<! rl«}»«t!«i that

the bigh<t»t 1KB. ^vftr rftcord**! far ft nickel s^s-nUon (^0^) v*s obtained in

th i s run.

•"- tm,& v grtMSit sf *;*»!• M%*3r which the ^i:,>i.o^i5tts %mt,UHi «n,-icm*r<i :• J >9iH'.

This tfj.rlched Rh*rj$(* (V. ?<$. va >*«$} van vot-th ssv*:r !<;•>,UiO,. a# i t va;3 iaportatjt

ta get th»i high&at P.jS. jw>«ist'fc.t«. JJarsaiily iitrontitjas act»i is th* pr*f<err*j<i

charge, but reducing u att&Vi «»oyiit o»" SrO to $r earttal vith 100^

was not a routine lab task. ?fe& »Lt**n«at*ve wwt to s*k«r the oetal in

separator. This was don* by pn*s£l;;g SrO ami iuntiiunuc; ar tui povder into

pelletb and heatirm them in the ^ejjsiretoir to product* the Sr asetal a t *

controlled rate. The separation points up th* iatpsrtance of P.E. because

the aajor cost in this 3oj-sratim, v«i the loss of charge material- £vt*n

with a P,B. af 12% and a coilectLot; '* v̂  wj, the cost tuaounted to ab-<itn;

The Be collection is. worth oentiontng b-rcause i t provided a surprise

when we were preparing for the separation. I t was important to get the

spacing between mass 9 and 10 accurate .'io wh*n we were making a t r i a l run to

evaluate the use of BeO + CC1*, we also introducad BCla to verify tha location of

the oass 10 collector. Watching the output climb from 9 »A to J2 mA was

unbelievable. Repeated t r i a l s verified that the introduction of the BCla

did indeed increase the Be ion output by more than t, t ines, j /ing the

real collection we repeated the use of BCI3 and obtained an increase from
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'A t j ''t.. ,-r.A. W-» have tis^culat;--'; ,n thr-t reason for these effects and have

concluded that tlw lncr'--aue in jutput from the lc- to JO :nA obtained with

CCl-t !.:, the tri.nl runs tr> th«; ;'O to ^0 roA obtained in the separation series

w»;j du<r tJ. thu diff«sr«iiC'i ;i:< the sisy of the charge used. The reason for

th« increaiji.: when BCis was uii'td in either Instance is s t i l l a matter of

The i**°D!jr collection vas made in the 180° sector separator and is

mentioned because i t ts the highest enrichment ever obtained in one of our

separators. In this we uatiri high voltage or. the receiver to deflect the

Itiiasx out of the path of energetic neutrals.

Qj»-: JT our dbjtictiv-;.: it. the target progran. i s tD develop techniques

that will p*rnait us to for» thick deposits of material. The next slide shows

typical sjMscifieations of some oi' the targets prepared recently. By decel-

erating ions in the geometry show in Fig. H, we are able to make targets

vith J? ag of material quit^r rejjulariy and have made one with -̂ 1 ffig.

In considering the automation, of separators, a general agreement was

reached tha t the goal expected will be an increase in the number of separators

operated rather than a saving in the present total operating cost.

Since electromagnetic separation is a batch process, personnel are

required for services which cannot be automated and we plan for an operator

to always participate in o i l s tar t-ups. Automation could at most reduce the

work performed by only 1$$ of the personnel; thus the chances of saving to ta l

dollars are resnote. Other coats such as those for mechanical services for

source and receiver preparation, equipment handling and cleaning; costs

for chemical ac t iv i t i es such as charge preparation, isotope recovery and

purification; and costs for the analytical services necessary for establish-

ing purity levels — these a l l make separator control to be only a small

fraction of the to ta l .
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With these criteria in mind we plan to add components to the existing

sector to achieve computer-assisted operation, and when operation of the

sector is routine, we plan to establish what can be done with one calutron.

Once this is done, judgments will be made about what is practical for

computer-assisted operation of a calutron track.

Plans for partially computerizing the l80° sector separator predated

I969, but it was in that year that funds were approved for equipment that

would permit such an evaluation. By late 197^ data collection began, and

in Tttd-1971 a degree of computer-assisted operation was being realized.

By the end of 1972 computer control of all operational parameters was

affected, and the following slide shows the present status of the electro-

magnetic separator computer jirogram.

Major problems are due to transients and RF noise being fed through

data channels back to the scanner module. When this happens, the scannei

becomes unstable and control is interrupted. Additional shielding of the

control wires is being added in an attempt to correct this problem which

must be solved before calutron automation is attempted. The operational

problems associated with the caiutron are more complex than those of the

sector due, in part, to the fact that all separator components are located

within the magnetic field, the beam intensity is increased, sparking is

more prevalent, and the beam dispersion in the calutron is only one-seventh

that of the sector. Moreover, the control program for a group of calutrons

requires the flexibility to process over $0 elements in differing types of

equipment. For these reasons we believe that it is neceessary to have the

basic difficulties resolred with the sector before making an attempt to

automate the calutron.
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One of the more important separation techniques developed recently

is the internal fluorination of the platinum group of elements. When we

learned of the phenomenal success of the Russian group with the fluorination

of Pt, we changed our thoughts about fluorination and designed the source

seen in the next slide. , ' •• • .'. •* ̂ . ,,..• , ... .. ' " w ( 1 0 )

The next slide is a beam-spectrum scan/made about 19̂ 7.» and shows why (11)

we were discouraged with the use of fluorine. At that time we were using

ion sources made primarily of copper, and in other tests comparing the halides

we could see no appreciable improvement over chlorine as an internal chlorinat-

ing agent. In fact, we could see no advantage in an internal system. However,

after it was demonstrated-that one could get an improvement in P.E. using it,

we revised our thinking and now use the technique whenever we can. We have

been successful in separating the isotopes of Pt, Ir and Os, using CIF3 as

the fluorinating agent, and think Pd and Ru wi.ll be separated equally well.

The next slide shows a comparison of platinum and iridium isotopes (12)

from the electron bombardment source with those from the CIP3 method. The

increase in performance justifies the precautions required in using this

compound. Like fluorine, it is extremely hazardous and care is taken to

avoid its release. With adequate precautions the compound can be handled

safely, and the quality of the isotopes provided by the method is no longer

of substandard purity. Without doubt the internal fluorination technique ;

must be designated as one of the major accomplishments of recent years. ;
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